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Web Sites

General

- **Language Links**—Site description: “Materials for use by teachers and learners of languages.” (University of Wisconsin)

- **Yamada Language Guides**—Site description: “. . . the definitive guide to language resources on the World Wide Web.” More than 140 languages are included. Some of the resources are font archives and language-related newsgroups and mailing lists. Maintained by the Yamada Language Center at the University of Oregon.

- **YourDictionary.com Links to Language Dictionaries**—Contains dictionaries for hundreds of languages.

French

- **French-English Dictionary** from yourdictionary.com.

- **French Language Resource Center**—A large collection of links from Houghton Mifflin Publishing Company’s College Division. Sections are Culture and History; Music, Radio & Television; News and Magazines; Literature; Language Learning Sites; Chat and Virtual Worlds; Country/City Tours; Grab Bag; and Professional Language Associations

- **French Links**—A large collection of links from the Sussex Language Institute in England. Contains a map of France with zoom capability to various regions. Sections are News and Media On-Line, Teaching Resources, and Resources for Further Research.

- **French Resources**—Links from the University of Wisconsin. Sections are Culture and History, Media, Literature and Language, City/Country Tours, and Grab Bag.

- **Infoplease Encyclopedia Entry on the French Language**

- **Resources for Students and Teachers of French as a Second Language**—A large collection of links from the University of Ottawa in Canada.
• **Yamada Language Center Guide to French**—Sections are Language, Culture, and Resources.

**German**

• **English-German Dictionary**

• **German Language Resource Center**—A large collection of links from Houghton Mifflin Publishing Company’s College Division. Sections are Culture and History; Music, Radio & Television; News and Magazines; Literature; Language Learning Sites; Chat and Virtual Worlds; Country/City Tours; Grab Bag; and Professional Language Associations.

• **GermanForTravellers.com Exercises**—Free exercises to help you learn German.

• **Germanic Languages Links**—German language references sources and links to additional sites.

• **Germanic Resources**—Links from the University of Wisconsin. Sections are Lowlands-Related Links, Dutch, German Country/City Tours, News Media and Radio, Literature and Language, and Grab Bag.

• **Infoplease Encyclopedia Entry on Germanic Languages**

• **Language Teaching Resources (German)**—Materials created or compiled by Katherine Munro, German teacher. Contains exercises, jokes, tongue twisters, proverbs, links, and more.

• **Yamada Language Center Guide to German**—Sections are Yamada Resources, Language, and Resources.

**Spanish**

• **Infoplease Encyclopedia Entry on Spanish Language**

• **Learn Spanish**—Site description: “. . . the Internet's most extensive collection of free Spanish learning tools.”

• **Spanish Grammar Exercises**—Award-winning site featuring grammar exercises, study modules, videos, resources, and more.

• **Spanish Language Resource Center**—A large collection of links from Houghton Mifflin Publishing Company’s College Division. Sections are Culture and History; Music, Radio & Television; News and Magazines;
Literature; Language Learning Sites; Chat and Virtual Worlds; Country/City Tours; Grab Bag; and Professional Language Associations

- **Spanish Resources**—Links from the University of Wisconsin. Sections are Culture and History; Music, Radio, and Television/Cinema; News and Magazines; Literature and Language; Virtual Environments; Country/City Tours, and Grab Bag.

- **Super Links to Spanish Web Sites**—Huge site with hundreds of links to Spanish language and culture resources. (University of Northern Iowa)

- **Yamada Language Center Guide to Spanish**—Sections are Language Learning, Dictionaries/Spanish Stories, Resources, and Culture.

**Electronic Books**

**Spanish**

**German**
- *German (Schaum’s Easy Outlines)*—Barber, 2000.

**French**

• *Countdown to French: Learn to Communicate in 24 Hours*—Stein, 2004.

Dictionaries—Print


• *Cassell’s German and English Dictionary*—Sasse, 1986. 433.21 C344. 4th floor. Washington Street Campus library.


• *Dictionary of Modern Colloquial French*—Herail, 1984. 443.21 H531. 4th floor. Washington Street Campus library.


